Rework Instructions for replacing the Thermaltake CPU cooling FAN.

1. Remove the top cover by turning the screw on the front of the unit counter clockwise and sliding the cover back and then up.

2. Remove the support assembly from the chassis by turning the thumb screw counter clockwise (see below) and lifting the bar up and out of the cutout in the other end.
3. Un-Plug the CPU Cooling fan from the system board.
   **Note:** Depending on the system model the location of the CPU cooling fansink maybe slightly different than pictured.

   ![Caution: Electronic Components! Observe ESD handling precautions. All processes must be performed at an anti-static workstation while wearing grounded ESD wrist straps or heel straps.]

4. Remove the CPU cooling fan by removing the four (4) screws holding it to the base.

5. Install the new CPU cooling fan with the 4 screws and reconnect the cable.

6. Re-install the support bar and the top cover.